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Presidential elections day is close! A huge expectation among the people about who will have the power and decisions for 

the next four years, especially for those who lives isolated of common services and exposed also to many limitations and 

low quality of life. 

We at AHMEN’s initiatives continue planting actions, knowledge and support to marginal families and to the national 

transformation with faith and praxis. The follow up to CAs continues, the process to sign new agreements with Jutiapa 

and Esparta Municipality, the planning for next Mosquitia workshop, the development of networking including 

Organizations like World Vision, Scripture Union,   local Leadership formation, is part of our permanent actions in 

Honduras. 

 

JUTIAPA 

Right after elections there is a planned meeting with the Municipality in order to sign an agreement of cooperation for the 

next three years. In the mean time we continue with follow up to the graduated CAs and testifying the continuous 

commitment with their communities and concise actions applying what they learned in the AHMEN’s training. 

In the community of Salitran, 30’ from Jutiapa the town that was our training base, we have one the Community Agents 

who continues serving the community and concentrated on health issues: Kenya Chavarria. After the graduation with us 

she completed an auxiliary nurse program that completed her knowledge and skills. Kenya lives with three children and 

she is the only income support for them.  

She was one of the most participatory agents during the training and she invited some other participants motivating them 

to conclude the program.     

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



She has been using the tolls she received during the training with materials provided by the Municipality.  

She is also a member of the Women’s Network where she has learned about natural medicine and applying also this type 

of non conventional medicines. From her community 13 women are learning from this network and work as a team 

serving community people on health issues specifically. 

 

 

 

In her small house Kenya has a corner with all the material, the table for patients and a small amount of medicine. A 

consultancy at the hospital or clinics costs $30 dollars for a suture, while her cost is not more than $4 including all the 

supplies. Her income is around $150 monthly and with that she pays rent and feed the children.   

She mentions that some of the subjects of AHMEN’s workshops and that have been very useful. Are the attention to the 

patients, water management and water filter, and the training with the firemen department to respond in emergencies. 

As always, Sonia the facilitator and our local coordinator has been key in the development and joined follows up to the 

Community Agents. Thanks Sonia, thanks Kenya for your commitment and love for the people of the communities. 



 

 

 

 

 



ESPARTA 

As election of new Majors arrives, our dialogue with the local people speaks of a massive reelection since the proof 

commitment of the authorities is clear and evident for the community. 

While we wait for the elections, we continue developing relationship and promotion of the training program. Our friend 

Tom Kelly the responsible from the Municipality for coordinating with AHMEN Project, joined our visit and dialogue 

with the CAs candidates.  

On the left side Tom, Environment Care Director, who will eventually be one of the trainers for the program managing the 

subject on environmental issues and agriculture.  

 

 

 

This is our third meeting with candidates to the training and this time the audience was centered with young men and 

women. We have considered developing some new subjects on youths and for young mothers, the so called Tenderness 

School which will be a new material for the training program.  

 



 

 

This is the house of Mr. Efrain Yanez and his family. The produce palm oil seed and the all relatives come to the process 

of preparing the seed to sell it in the local market, to Companies that as common in many places don’t pay the fair price 

and the families continue living under the limit of poverty despite the fact that they have the land and the capacity to 

produce. The Municipality is working in normative to regulate this unbalance relationship and we as part of the training 

will be promoting abilities for negotiation and the knowledge of the human rights that assists to the producers. 

 

 

   

 

 



 

 



Finally we want to use the idea of the beautiful River Lean that crosses the area. The river has a huge caudal and runs 

really fast because of the close mountains where the river forms. Because of the speed, when the rainy season, the speed 

of the river tend to “feed” the sores and might destroy all the agricultural land, but because the river has many curves it 

form what technically is known as the “medranos”, which is the effects of lower the speed because of the curves. 

 

I would like to use this figure to illustrate what we do with the training in the life of the community people training the 

Agents. Most of them in marginal and poor areas run speedy down the river in a fall of poverty… We, training them are 

like the “medranos” that lower that speed and provide them resources to avoid that fall and experience the calm of the 

knowledge, the skills and the possibilities that they learn to transform their lives, change the relationships and improve 

their economy and quality of life! 

 

AMEN AHMEN! 

 

Byron Morales 
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